21ST CENTURY LEADERS
From leadership programs to professional mentoring to co-curricular experiences, Spelman women develop into strong, ethical leaders.

PREPARE TO ENGAGE
Spelman students are encouraged to be active within the surrounding community. Service learning and civic engagement are core elements of the Spelman experience.

Since day one, the mission of Spelman has been to create an environment where Black women thrive. The evidence is clear. Our 77 percent graduation rate is well above the national average. One-fifth of our students travel abroad each year. At Spelman, access to these and other opportunities is unmatched in an environment that expects and supports your success.

CHANGE THE WORLD
A Spelman education is committed to positive social change. Spelman women have served as activists, innovators and thought-leaders.

A WORLDWIDE SISTERHOOD
Our global alumnae network – totaling more than 18,000 – provides Spelman students access to valuable mentors and advocates.

As part of a unique Sisterhood, you’ll have an immediate connection to your Spelman sisters. This is a supportive community where everyone empowers one another.

In high school you wanted to fit in; here you can be yourself. Loved and respected for who you are, you’ll be challenged, and fully supported, to become the best possible you.

CONTACT US:
Apply to Spelman online at www.spelman.edu/admissions.
You can also apply via the Common Application at www.commonapp.org.

OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
350 Spelman Lane, SW
Campus Box 277
Atlanta, GA 30314-4399
800-982-2411 or 404-270-5193
admissions@spelman.edu
www.spelman.edu/admissions
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Since 1881, Spelman College has been educating and empowering women of African descent. Here, in a unique learning environment specifically built to affirm and inspire Black women, we will help you find your voice, discover your excellence and fulfill your immense potential.

THAT IS OUR PROMISE.

THE SPELMAN DIFFERENCE

If you choose Spelman, you will have an experience that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Ours is a singular, clear mission: to educate, embolden and propel women like you.

BE INSPIRED - Here, excellence and ambition are all around you. You’ll live and study among some of the brightest undergraduates in the country. You’ll join a long and proud legacy of distinguished Spelman graduates.

A STEM POWERHOUSE - One-third of Spelman students major in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) fields. With outstanding pre-professional programs, state-of-the-art resources and high-level research opportunities, Spelman is a national leader in STEM. Spelman College is one of only six colleges in the country designated by the National Science Foundation and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration as a Model Institution for Excellence in undergraduate science and mathematics education.

LEARN BY DOING - Experiential learning is integrated throughout Spelman’s innovative curriculum, enabling students to gain an in-depth, real-world understanding of their professional field.

ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS - In addition to being a member of the Atlanta University Consortium, Spelman students can participate in select academic programs through the College’s partnerships with other elite institutions such as MIT, Emory University, Morehouse School of Medicine, the University of Michigan and more.

PREPARED FOR SUCCESS - Spelman College prepares you to have a competitive edge, no matter your chosen field. Our broad-based liberal arts education provides you the skills and competencies to thrive not only in your first job, but all the years of your life.

THE SPELMAN PROMISE

“We believe that every Spelman woman deserves the Spelman Promise. To deliver that promise, we intend to do everything in our power to make sure that each and every student who enrolls not only graduates but graduates with a competitive edge.”

Dr. Mary Schmidt Campbell President
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GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL

Two-thirds of Spelman graduates continue their education beyond an undergraduate degree.
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STUDENT/FACULTY RATIO

At Spelman, you’ll study in small classes and form close relationships with your professors.